
Characters D6 / Gamorrean Guard (Hymes)

Name: Gamorrean Guard (Hymes)

Died: c. 9 ABY, Tatooine

Species: Gamorrean

Skin color: Green and yellow

DEXTERITY 2D

        Brawling Parry 5D

        Dodge 4D+1

        Melee Weapons 5D+1

        Melee Parry 5D

KNOWLEDGE 2D

        Intimidation 4D+2

        Survival 3D+2

PERCEPTION 2D

        Search 3D+2

STRENGTH 5D

        Brawling 6D+1

        Lifting 4D+2

        Stamina 5D+1

MECHANICAL 1D

        Beast Riding 4D+1

TECHNICAL 1D

        First Aid 2D

Special Abilities:

        Voice Box: Due to their unusual voice apparatus, Gamorreans are unable to pronounce Basic,

although

they understand it perfectly well.

        Stamina: Gamorreans have great stamina-whenever asked to make a stamina check, if they fail the

first check they may immediately make a second check to succeed.

        Skill Bonus: At the time the character is created only, the character gets 2D for every ID placed in

the melee combat, brawling and thrown weapons skills.

Force Points: 1

Dark Side Points: 0

Character Points: 3

Move: 10

Equipment:  2x Shoulder Pauldrons, Metal Helmet (+2 vs physical, Str+1 vs energy), Long Knife (Str+1D

damage)



Description: A Gamorrean guard served under crime lords Jabba Desilijic Tiure and Bib Fortuna before

the bounty hunter Boba Fett took over Jabba's Palace and established his own gotra. Sometime after the

attack, the Gamorrean and a fellow guard were captured and brought before Fett. Refusing to torture the

Gamorreans, Fett allowed them both to live as long as they pledged their loyalty to him.

Under Fett's service, the Gamorrean wore little in the way of armor, with only a single pauldron on the left

shoulder, as opposed to their partner, who wore two pauldrons in addition to a metal helmet. The two

guards came to the aid of their leader when he was attacked by assassins of the Order of the Night Wind

and later dragged Fett back to the bacta pod within his palace to heal after the skirmish. After Fett's right-

hand Fennec Shand brought the sole-surviving assassin back to the palace, the Gamorrean held a blade

to the man's throat on Fett's orders, but the crime lord chose to spare the man's life for a short while

longer.

Later, he participates with his comrade to the Battle for Mos Espa against the Pyke Syndicate and

unfortunately they are killed by the Klatooinians when the three crime families betray Boba and join the

Pykes. The Klatooinians pushed them of a cliff to theirs deaths. 
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